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The Volga-Bulgarian loans in the lexical stock of the Mari dialects as a 
part of their vocabulary separate from the Chuvash borrowings have not yet 
been the subject of etymological investigation. This, obviously, can be explained 
by the early directions of the Chuvash historical studies. 
In his famous work “Болгары и чуваши” (1902), which had a great effect 
on the Chuvash historical linguistic research in the 20th century, N. I. Ašmarin 
based the evidence of the Bulgaro-Turkic origin of the Chuvash language partly 
on a list of words of Turkic origin to be found in the Volga-Bulgarian inscrip-
tions. Following this, it was accepted for a long time in authoritative turkological 
circles that the historical relation between Volga-Bulgarian and Chuvash could 
be described as that of an ancestor and its descendant. Wichmann’s monography 
(1903) was written in this spirit, and in 1920 there appeared Räsänen’s work 
“Die tschuwaschischen Lehnwörter im Tscheremissischen”, which is of outstand-
ing importance still today. In this book, Chuvash is invariably given as a source 
of the Bulgaro-Turkic loans in the Mari dialects. The exception is made only 
when a word borrowed into the Mari dialects cannot be cited from Chuvash. In 
such cases the supposed donor form was preceded by an asterisk, which shows 
that the form must have existed in some previous stage of the Chuvash language 
but became extinct in the meantime, cf. Mari or, ar ‘klein’ < tschuw. *or ∼ kas. 
usw. Radl. az ‘klein’ (Räsänen 1920:167). 
The investigation of the Chuvash elements in the Mari dialects was after 
Räsänen continued by M. R. Fedotov (cf. Fedotov 1968, 1990), who as regards 
the interpretation of the Volga-Bulgarian–Chuvash linguistic relation kept to 
Räsänen’s view till his death on 13th January 2003, cf. Fedotov 1980, 1992, 
1996. 
Another scholar working on the turcisms of the Mari dialects, N. I. Isanbaev, 
even in the title of one chapter – Слова чувашского (булгарского) происхож-
дения – of his monography “Марийско-тюркские языковые контакты” 
(1989) indicates that he considers the two languages synonymous (p. 38). 
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Methodologically he assigns one task only: the separation of the words of 
Chuvash and Tatar origin (p. 39-54). 
Parallel to Räsänen’s, Fedotov’s and Isanbaev’s research (which were 
based on the historical comparative investigation of the Chuvash and Cheremis 
vocabulary), the philological examination of the language of the Volga-Bulgarian 
inscriptions has been revived from the 1970s on. In the history of these inves-
tigations Hakimzjanov was the first (1974) to propose that the Volga-Bulgarian 
inscriptions do not reflect a homogeneous r-Turkic language. But the phonetic 
criterion proposed by him (the dialectal difference between ti and či) later 
turned out to be mistaken (cf. Róna-Tas 1976a: 174-175). The differentiation of 
the Volga-Bulgarian language into dialects was suggested by Róna-Tas in 1976 
(cf. Róna-Tas 1976b) on the basis of the comparison of two inscriptions of the 
Šapkino tomb as well as the phonological analysis of 16 Volga-Bulgarian loans 
into the Volga-Kipchak dialects which contain the reflexes of Old Bulgarian 
(OB) f. 
The third direction of Chuvash research was also revived in the 1970s. The 
aim of this investigation has been to determine those loans in the languages of 
the Volga-region which contain Bulgaro-Turkic phonological features (cf. Dob-
rodomov 1971, 1974; Rédei – Róna-Tas 1972, 1975; Berta 1982; Róna-Tas 1988; 
Nasibullin 1992; Tarakanov 1993; Agyagási 1996, 1997, 1999, 2001a, 2002a). 
The collected material of this research provided sufficient basis for the descrip-
tion of the dialectal differentiation of the Volga-Bulgarian language in the Early 
Middle Bulgarian period (about the time of the Mongolian invasion, cf. Agya-
gási 2001b). On the basis of the regular changes in the vowel system, it was 
possible to single out three dialects of the Volga-Bulgarian language. The dialect 
which is the ancestor of Chuvash and the other which is reflected in the Volga-
Bulgarian inscriptions can be regarded as simultaneous. Thus, in the research of 
the Turkic elements of the Mari vocabulary the dialectal determination of the 
Volga-Bulgarian forms with the help of phonological criteria appears as a new 
task when reconstructing the source of the borrowing. The following investiga-
tion serves as an example. 
The word meaning ‘glass bead’ in present-day literary Mari is šə ˆrča, but it 
is represented in both the eastern and the western dialect as P B M UP UJ US C 
Č šəˆrt΄š xa, MK širt΄š xa, USj ši‡rt΄š xa, JT šartsa, JO šərtsä ‘Glasperle’ (Beke 2001: 
2365). 
The Mari forms were identified as Chuvash in origin by Räsänen (1920:208), 
who mentioned Chuvash šărśa and šărča as the sources of the borrowing. Isan-
baev (1989) does not deal with the sources of the Mari word, but Fedotov, who 
also discusses the etymology of the word (1990:279), regards the Mari forms to 
be borrowings from Chuvash šărśa and šărča, too, including moreover the Mari 
word šer into the Mari correspondences of the Chuvash words. This inclusion is 
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however mistaken: Mari šer is a borrowing of Chinese tsir ‘lacquer’, with the 
Bulgaro-Turkic intermediation; cf. Agyagási 1997. 
In Chuvash there can be found the following forms of the word for ‘bead’: 
śărśa ‘бусы, борки’ (Ašm. 13:41), šărśa ‘бусы, бисер, ожерелье’ (Ašm. 17: 
338), šărča ‘бусы, бисер’ (Ašm. 17:342) and šărčča ‘id.’ (Ašm. 17:344). The 
word is also mentioned in the First Chuvash Grammar of 1769: шьрзя ‘бисер’. 
All variants can be explained from some OB šïrča, which is the r-Turkic variant 
of OT sïrča, showing the change sï > šï. The OT sïrča is a secondary form as 
indicated by Clauson (1972:845); see also DTS. The earlier, more complete form 
of the word from the Early Old Turkic (EOT) period was also attested in Old 
Turkic written documents, cf. OT sïrïčġa ‘glass – perhaps originally a natural 
mineral like rock crystal’ (Clauson 1972:846). The modern equivalents of OT 
sïrča can be shown mainly in the Oghuz languages, cf. Turk. sırça ‘стекло’ 
(TRSl, Radl. IV:708), Tkm. sïrča (TkmRSl), Gag. sïrča (GRMSl), with the 
addition of one Kipchak data: Kar. sïrča ‘чашка, чарка, бокал’ (KarRPSl). 
The regular modern Chuvash representation of Old Bulgarian šïrča is šărśa, 
where the spirantization of č into ś is a typical Chuvash change. The chronology 
of the č > ś change in the r-Turkic languages can be placed before the 10th 
century, since it was simultaneous with the development f > č > ś. This latter 
change is reflected in Hungarian szél ‘wind’, szőlő ‘grapes’ and szűcs ‘furrier’, 
which are all Bulgaro-Turkic loans, cf. Gombocz 1912, № 182, 192, 194; Ligeti 
1986; Róna-Tas 1976b. The time of the borowing is supported by the Bulgaro-
Turkic loans of the Permian languages in the proto-Permic period, which were 
also borrowed before the 10th century. In this group of words both the f > č > ś 
and the č > ś change are present, cf. Rédei–Róna-Tas 1972. The reduction of ï > 
ă in the first syllable is also a Chuvash phenomenon which occurred in the 
Middle Chuvash language after the Mongolian invasion (cf. Róna-Tas 1988). 
It can be concluded that the inner-Chuvash changes are represented in two 
Chuvash dialectal forms, viz. šărśa, śărśa (the initial ś in śărśa is the result of a 
later secondary assimilation on Chuvash soil). The šărča and šărčča forms 
could have entered the ancestor of Chuvash only as the result of interdialectal 
borrowing from that Volga-Bulgarian dialect in which the spirantization of č did 
not happen, but the change sï > šï did occur. In this dialect, the OB form šïrča 
was preserved even after the Mongolian invasion, and the reduction in the vowel 
system did not take place. These characteristics refer the form šïrča to the 3rd 
type of dialects of the Volga-Bulgarian language, which is identical with the 
language of the inscriptions, cf. Agyagási 2001b:13-14. 
Concerning the source of the Mari forms, we have to identify it as the same 
Volga-Bulgarian dialectal form. The borrowing of Volga-Bulgarian šïrča took 
place in the Late Proto-Mari period (PM B
2
B), which is proved by the regular reflex 
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of the donor č as ć in the eastern and western dialects, cf. Bereczki 1994:52. The 
history of the word in the Volga-region can thus be reconstructed as follows: 
 
EOT sïrïčġa > OB sïrča > OChuv. šïrśa 
 > VB šïrča → PMB
2 
B*širća > Proto-Eastern dial.: *širča 
> P B M UP UJ US C 
Č šəˆrt΄š xa, MK širt΄š xa, 
USj ši‡rt΄š xa 
 > Proto-Western dial.: *širca 
> JT šartsa, JO šərtsä 
Middle Chuvash šïrča > V šărča, šărčča 
 
The collected field form šarča, labelled JT, is secondary: the first syllable 
vowel comes from an earlier reduced vowel əˆ. This word in Mari is in no way a 
Tatar loan, because – although the change s > š took place regularly in the Mari 
dialects (cf. Bereczki 1994:53-55) – a form corresponding to OT sïrča cannot 
be found in the Volga Kipchak languages. But Volga-Bulgarian šïrča, recon-
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